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Motivation

5G needs to be able to deal with increased levels 
of diversity in both requirements and the 
technologies 

 Interplay between new set of radio access 
technologies and emerging system-level 
techniques is important in the pursuit of adaptable 
networks

Tools such as virtualization and cognitive networks 
can help bridge this relationship, enabling high 
adaptability and configuration in 5G through 
customizable networks
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5G = 5th Generation



5G represents a unifying banner encompassing all types of 
networks, allowing  customized virtual networks which target 

specific services and use cases to be instantiated

3IOT = Internet of Things; RAN = Radio Access Network



Versatile radio access technologies and emerging system-level 
techniques combine to form a 5G network capable of adapting to 

various service requirements
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SDN principles applied to the fronthaul in cloud-RAN would 
permit the dynamic reconfiguration of the various possible 

relationships between radio heads and processing units.
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Cloud-RAN makes possible for BBUs to use any modulation 
scheme through the advent of softwarization.
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OFDM = 

Orthogonal 

Frequency 

Division 

Multiplexing

FBMC = 

Filter Bank 

Multi Carrier

BBU = 

Base-Band

processing Unit

RRH = 

Remote Radio 

Head



Choosing the waveform for 
Device-to-Device (D2D)

We consider a scenario whereby asynchronous 
D2D communication underlays an OFDMA macro-
cell in the uplink

Superior performance of new waveforms with 
increased spectral localization in the presence of 
frequency and time misalignments

We compare the system-level performance of a 
set-up for when D2D pairs use either OFDM or 
FBMC
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BS = Base Station

Tx = Transmitter

Rx = Receiver

CU = Cellular User

I = Interference
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